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Bulbulay episode 455

Bulb is about a quick-wity dota-taba comedy that revolves around a family of four. Each episode is filled with humorous eccentricity that drives the viewer in a frenzy of laughter. Momo, Nabeal, Coubschlat and Mehmud Sahib face new situations every time and deal with the results in their own way. Author: Ali Imran Director: Lana Rizwan Cast: Nabeer Ayesha Omar Hinah Dilperziel Mehmud Aslam Timing:
On ARY Digital, watch Bulbulay every day at 11 p.m. and Sunday at 7 p.m. If you missed any of the episodes, you can watch them here. Comments Comments The ultimate laughing riot is Bulbulay Season 2 with new situations, new interactions, new instances, and new results, and is back again with more fun and comedy than ever before. Cast: Nabeel, Aisha Omar, Hinah Dilpaziel, Mehmud Aslam and
others. New Tim Junaid Alam July 2, 2017 695 The ultimate laughing riot is Bulbulay Season 2 with new situations, new interactions, new instances, and new results, and is back again with more fun and comedy than ever before. Cast: Nabeel, Aisha Omar, Hinah Dilpaziel, Mehmud Aslam and others. New Tim Junaid Alam July 2, 2017 729 The ultimate laughing riot is Bulbulay Season 2 with new
situations, new interactions, new instances, and new results, and is back again with more fun and comedy than ever before. Cast: Nabeel, Aisha Omar, Hinah Dilpaziel, Mehmud Aslam and others. New Tim
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